Meta-models play a cornerstone role in Model-Driven Engineering as they are used to define the abstract syntax of modelling languages, and so models and all sorts of model transformations depend on them. However, there are scarce tools and methods supporting their Validation and Verification (V&V), which are essential activities for the proper engineering of meta-models.
Introduction
Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [13] is a Software Engineering paradigm that promotes an active use of models and transformations throughout all phases of software development. Hence, models are used to specify, test, simulate and generate code for the final application. The rationale of MDE is that models have a higher level of abstraction than code, with less accidental details, which promises higher levels of quality and productivity [48] . Sometimes, models are described using general-purpose modelling languages like the UML, but it is also frequent the use of Domain-Specific Modelling Languages (DSMLs) capturing the abstractions within a given domain in a more concise and intuitive way [25, 29] .
The creation of a new DSML involves the definition of its abstract syntax by means of a metamodel declaring the relevant primitives and relations within a domain. Hence, it is important to validate this meta-model with respect to specifications of the domain, or with the help of domain experts who can provide meaningful examples of correct and incorrect uses of the DSML. Moreover, meta-models are normally defined using an object-oriented approach and are implemented in specific platforms like the Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF) [46] . Therefore, they should adhere to accepted object-oriented quality criteria and style guidelines in object-oriented conceptual schemas [2, 3] , as well as to framework-specific rules and conventions.
However, while meta-models play a central role in MDE, they are often built in an ad-hoc way, without following a sound engineering process [33, 37] . This lack of systematic means for their construction yields non-repeatable processes that may lead to unreliable results, with the aggravating factor that errors in meta-models may be propagated to all artefacts developed for them, like modelling editors, model transformations and code generators. Thus, it is of utmost importance to deliver proven meta-models of high quality. Unfortunately, most efforts on DSML research focus on the implementation aspect, while neglecting domain analysis and DSML validation [31] . Hence, there are scarce methods and tools to validate and verify metamodels against domain requirements, quality guidelines and platform-specific rules.
To fill this gap, we propose two complementary languages and tool support for meta-model Validation and Verification (V&V). Our first language, called mmUnit, is similar to the xUnit framework [9] . It enables writing conforming and non-conforming model fragments to check whether the meta-model accepts the former and rejects the latter. Model fragments can be defined either using a dedicated textual syntax, or sketched by domain experts in drawing tools, thus involving domain experts in the meta-model validation process in a more direct way [26] . For non-conforming tests, it is possible to declare assertions that state the expected disconformities and reflect the intention of the test. This is useful for regression testing, when the meta-model evolves.
The second language, called mmSpec, allows expressing and checking expected meta-model properties that may arise from the domain, like the existence of a path of associations between two classes, and from the implementation platform, like the existence of a root container class (which is a common practice in frameworks like EMF). The language also permits the specification of quality criteria, like threshold values for the depth of inheritance hierarchies, and style conventions, like naming rules regarding the use of capitalized nouns for class names. The latter is enabled by the use of WordNet [38] , a lexical database for English.
To analyse the usefulness of mmUnit, we compare it with the use of the JUnit testing framework to implement meta-model test cases. Moreover, we evaluate mmSpec from several perspectives. First, we provide a comparison with OCL to evaluate its conciseness and relative performance. To assess its expressiveness and usefulness, we have used mmSpec to develop a reusable library of 30 meta-model quality properties. The properties come from quality criteria of conceptual schemas [2] , naming guidelines [3] , or have been derived by us from experience. The library has been applied to a repository of 295 meta-models from the ATL zoo 1 and to a suite of 30 OMG specifications. The obtained results evince the need of this kind of support for the V&V of meta-models. This paper extends our previous work with a detailed presentation of all features of mmUnit and mmSpec (which were only partially described in [35] ), and proposing their integration with Reverse testing approaches. These approaches are based on the automatic generation of instance models from a meta-model, likely using constraint solving [14, 21, 23, 50] . A domain expert has to inspect the generated models to detect invalid ones, in which case the meta-model contains errors. This approach is followed by [15] (where the generated snapshots are targeted to test cardinality boundaries) and works like [24, 36, 44] . To guide the model generation process, [24] provides a programming language to define object snapshots, [44] allows defining constraints captured by query patterns or OCL, and [36] provides a dedicated DSL to define seed models and properties that the generated models should or should not meet. In [32] , the authors transform meta-models into OWL 2 and use reasoners to validate their consistency; however, their approach only reports the unsatisfiable concepts with no further explanations. In [5] , questionnaires with true/false questions are generated from the meta-model, and the domain experts perform the meta-model validation by answering the questionnaires.
Challenges in meta-model V&V. We claim that an integral approach to meta-model V&V needs to combine all mentioned approaches. Reverse testing typically tackles validation by domain experts, and it requires a meta-model developed upfront. Unit testing integrates better with test-driven and example-driven development approaches (i.e., there is no need for a fullydeveloped meta-model beforehand), and it can be used to validate requirements and verify design concerns. Finally, specification-based testing can deal with the specification of requirements (validation) and meta-model quality concerns (verification).
However, we observe some gaps in the state of the art. First, the few existing specificationbased testing approaches rely on OCL or QVT, which are not optimal to express meta-model properties and do not provide effective support for error visualization and reporting. Second, unit testing approaches sometimes lack appropriate means to construct faulty models, as frameworks like EMF require correct models and building the meta-model upfront. Additionally, no proposal allows detailing the intension of the expected faults using a dedicated assertion language, or supports user-friendly definitions of model fragments. Thus, this paper proposes a novel integrated framework for the incremental construction and testing of meta-models, which comprises an example-based meta-model construction process, specification-based testing, meta-model unit testing and reporting facilities. We refer the interested reader to [36] for our contributions on reverse testing.
Motivation and running example
Assume we are interested in modelling Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) applications [16] , for which we are building a DSML. In this kind of applications, the data is the product offered to users, who are charged by their consumption and manipulation. Figure 1 shows a simplified meta-model for DaaS applications. A DaaSApplication has Users who may access data and functionality according to the Roles they have been assigned (Admin, Member or Guest). In particular, AccessRights grant access to users with a certain role to some Resources (either data or services) and Operations on data (like Read and Update). Applications organize data and functionality in ResourceContainers, while ServiceUnits perform operations on a DataResource. Users are charged for the access to any ChargeableElement according to an accessFee. User Accounts accumulate the amount to be charged to the users, as well as payment details. Domain experts can provide requirements for the DaaS meta-model in different ways. First, as domain experts may not be meta-modelling experts, they can sketch examples of correct and incorrect configurations of DaaS applications. Figure 2 shows a sketch representing a situation of interest. It expresses that a (member) role with access right to a read operation on some data resource is invalid, unless the role also has access right to that data resource. Thus, this situation is undesirable because an access right to the data resource is missing. The challenge in this case is how to formalize this knowledge as a test that can be used to verify that the meta-model forbids 5 this incorrect configuration. This way of specifying requirements permits their checking using a unit testing approach. Other requirements for the meta-model may be captured in natural language. For instance, domain experts in our example expect the DaaS language to ensure the following: Finally, the meta-model is to be implemented in EMF, which imposes some additional platformspecific requirements, like:
Rq8 The meta-model needs to define a root class.
Here, the challenge is to express these properties, to be checked on the meta-model, in a concise, intensional, platform-independent way. Verifying these properties manually by observation is hardly an option, because it is error prone for large, complex meta-models. Moreover, every time the meta-model evolves (which is frequent in test-driven approaches), all properties need to be manually checked again. A better solution involves automation and the generation of reports that document and trace the compliance with requirements. This permits automatic re-evaluation of the properties when the meta-model evolves. This style of expressing requirements enables their checking using specification-based testing approaches.
Using the standard Object Constraint Language (OCL) [39] to define meta-model properties is possible, but sometimes it leads to verbose, complex, poorly understandable, or hardly maintainable expressions. As an example, the next OCL expression can be used to check It is interesting to observe that this OCL expression contains recurring patterns for metamodel testing, like traversing inheritance hierarchies (lines 5, 8, 12 and 14) or the recursive navigation of references of a certain type (implemented using the primitive closure in lines 3-5 and 10-12). Moreover, in order to search elements in the meta-model, one has to use their exact name (lines 2, 7, 8, 13 and 14), whereas sometimes, more flexibility is needed to allow searching synonyms as well (e.g., the meta-model may use a synonym of charge, like fee). These should be ingredients of a Domain-Specific Language (DSL) for meta-model V&V. Finally, the expression assumes an Ecore meta-model, having to define a different expression if other meta-modelling technology (e.g., UML class diagrams) is used. This can hinder the development of reusable libraries to automate the validation of standard quality criteria and style guidelines.
Next, we present our approach targeted at solving these challenges.
Our integrated approach to meta-model validation and verification
The left of Figure 3 shows an overview of our proposal, where meta-models can be tested under two perspectives. The first one allows performing unit testing of meta-models with respect to valid and invalid test models, likely provided by domain experts in the form of graphical sketches [33] . A domain expert is a stakeholder with a sufficiently complete understanding of the field for which the DSML is being developed. The success of a DSML heavily depends on an active involvement of domain experts during its construction, and the provision of tests as sketches is a way to promote such an involvement.
The specification of test cases is supported by a DSL called mmUnit. Since test cases need to be intensional and focus on specific aspects of the meta-model under test, we support the provision of model fragments (i.e., not necessarily full-fledged models) containing only the information relevant for the test. While this approach promotes succinctness, its realization in standard EMF frameworks may be problematic because EMF models need to conform to their meta-models. In addition, mmUnit incorporates an assertion language to describe expected errors in test models and make explicit why a certain test model is incorrect. Section 5 will present all details of this language, while Section 8.1 will evaluate it with respect to using EMF for unit testing.
The second possibility (process "property checking" in the figure) concerns the V&V of metamodel properties. These can emerge from domain requirements elicited by domain experts, quality criteria adapted from object-oriented metrics [8] , conceptual schema quality rules [2] , naming style conventions [3] , and platform-specific rules [46] . Although we could employ OCL to specify meta-model properties, we have seen that the resulting expressions may get cumbersome. Thus, we provide a DSL called mmSpec to describe meta-model properties in a more compact and meaningful way. For this purpose, it includes high-level primitives for recurrent meta-model checkings, like the existence of a navigation path between two given classes. The features of this language will be explained in Section 6, while its differences with OCL will be discussed in Section 8.
Our languages can be applied in any scenario that requires V&V of meta-models. In particular, the use of examples to drive the incremental development of meta-models [33] , schemas [27] and software designs [7] is increasingly favoured nowadays. Hence, in this paper, we show how to integrate our V&V languages in these example-driven approaches. The main idea is to use example models to automatically derive the meta-model needed for them.
The right of Figure 3 shows our example-driven approach to meta-model construction [33] . Any example-driven approach demands an example provider, which in our case is the domain expert. He provides example fragments of the DSML usage as sketches, thus participating actively in the DSML development. Sketches are used to automatically induce an appropriate meta-model for them. Figure 4 details this process. The fragments provided by the domain expert are supervised by a modelling expert, who can attach annotations to their elements to account for technical or more detailed constraints. The annotations may trigger refactorings and enforce certain design decisions when the meta-model is automatically induced from the fragments. Moreover, the derived meta-model can be monitored to detect locations where its design can be improved, in which case, the modelling expert is offered the possibility to apply an appropriate refactoring. This process is iterative, as new sketches can be provided at any time, likely producing an update of the meta-model under construction.
At any moment, it is possible to evaluate the correctness of the meta-model being constructed (tasks "unit testing" and "property checking" in Figure 3 ). Unit testing is enabled by our mmUnit language, which allows checking example models against the meta-model definition. This 8 can serve to identify meta-model errors as well as gaps in the provided set of examples. In case of gaps, new fragments that consider the missing elements should be provided to make the meta-model evolve. The definition and evaluation of meta-model properties is possible with our mmSpec language. While missing domain requirements can be covered by the provision of new fragments, quality issues and platform-specific rules can be tackled through the application of appropriate meta-model refactorings.
It is interesting to note that our V&V approach does not require the existence of a metamodel developed upfront to define tests or properties for the meta-model. This makes it possible to follow test-driven meta-model construction processes (in addition to example-based ones).
The next two sections describe the unit testing and property checking tasks, as well as the languages created for them.
Example-based meta-model unit testing
In our approach to unit-test a DSML, the domain expert defines test cases by means of sketches corresponding to either valid or invalid model examples. In case of invalid examples, the sketch may contain annotations that identify incorrect or missing elements. Sketches are imported into the system and used to evaluate the current meta-model version, as shown in Figure 5 . Thus, this approach involves domain experts in the validation of the DSML, which is vital to build correct, useful DSMLs [26] .
Internally, sketched fragments are parsed and converted into test cases expressed with our textual DSL for unit testing. Annotations indicating errors in the provided examples are translated into assertions in the created test cases. The modelling expert can use this DSL to define new tests, or to enrich parsed sketches with additional assertions. The availability of a language with assertions for the unit-test of meta-models is very useful in iterative processes of metamodel construction, as changes in the meta-model due to the provision of new fragments can be validated with respect to the unit test. This is in-line with modern, agile software engineering processes guided by tests [10] .
Our DSL to define test cases is textual and its name is mmUnit. Each test case is made of a configuration of objects, and in case the configuration is deemed invalid, a set of assertions stating why it is incorrect. In order to allow building more intensional tests, for the structural part, we support both examples of full-fledged models and model fragments. Fragments may miss certain Figure 5 : Unit testing of meta-models.
mandatory objects and attributes, and violate the lower bound of cardinalities, because their purpose is concentrating in the nearby context of a particular situation of interest. Figure 6 shows an excerpt of mmUnit's meta-model. It contains elements to explicitly represent models and meta-models, which provides flexibility to define non-conforming tests. An additional advantage is that meta-models from several technological spaces (e.g., UML class diagrams, CMOF models and EMF Ecore meta-models) can be imported into our neutral format, and so the tests become available for all of them. The language supports the following types of assertions for checking the correctness of the fragments and examples provided in the test cases:
• Mismatch. It states that a certain feature in the test case is in conflict with its definition in the meta-model in one of these aspects: multiplicity, type or nature (i.e., an attribute that should be a reference or vice versa).
• Abstract type instance. It signals the presence of an object whose type in the meta-model is abstract and hence cannot be instantiated.
• Existence. It states that the type of a certain object, or a particular feature, is not defined in the meta-model.
• Missing owned feature. It states that a certain object lacks some mandatory attribute or outgoing reference.
• Missing reference or container. It states that a certain object lacks some mandatory incoming reference, or is outside an appropriate container object. In both cases, we supporttwo possibilities: either indicating a particular source object, or the type that defines the reference. In the latter case, the assertion only fails if there is no instance of the specified type that refers to (or contains) the given object.
• Constraint violation. This assertion kind is specific of our example-driven meta-model construction approach, where fragments and meta-models can have attached annotations to constrain the models considered valid. For example, any reference annotated with acyclic should be acyclic, and to enforce this, we generate an appropriate OCL invariant. This assertion kind points to violations of such annotations. The list of supported annotations is detailed in [33] .
Domain experts can define their own valid and invalid object configurations by means of graphical sketches drawn in tools like Dia 2 and yED 3 , and import them as mmUnit test cases (i.e., as instances of the meta-model in Figure 6 ). The translation of a sketch into an mmUnit test case is done with the help of a legend, which is just another sketch that assigns a type name to the figures in the sketches. For instance, Figure 7 shows the legend that is used by all sketches in the running example. In addition, sketches can include annotations indicating the fault in the case of incorrect configurations. These annotations become translated into equivalent assertions in the derived test case. For instance, the word "missing" in Figure 2 yields a missing reference assertion in the generated test case. The modelling expert can specify additional assertions in the textual test case generated from the sketch, or directly in the sketches. He can also customise the keyword of the annotations (like "missing") that will be converted into assertions. Figure 8 shows two test cases for the running example. The listing at the top-left has been automatically derived from the sketch in Figure 2 . Line 1 indicates that the test includes a model fragment and therefore some mandatory elements may be missing. Lines 2-10 describe the fragment object configuration using a textual notation. Lines 12-13 include an assertion, generated from the reference "missing" in the sketch, describing why the fragment is invalid. Assertions can be inspected in two ways, controlled by the keywords fails and fails at least. The former is normally used with examples, and it indicates that the subsequent list of assertions describes all the reasons for non-conformance. The latter is primarily used with fragments, and it indicates just the subset of reasons for non-conformance that are relevant for the intention of the test. In this case, the test fails because the meta-model accepts the fragment even if it is incorrect, i.e., the meta-model does not enforce that a read operation acts only on resources for which the executing role has access rights. This error can be solved by adding an appropriate OCL expression to the meta-model, or using the annotation cycleWith [33] .
The right of Figure 8 shows another test, this time an example (i.e., a full-fledged model). The bottom-left of the same figure includes the sketch from which this object configuration was derived. This time, the assertions were encoded by the modelling expert after he imported the sketch. The assertion in line 24 states that the test should fail because object dr should be contained in some object of type ResourceContainer. The assertion does not explicitly say the object container, which could be resources or any other. The assertion in line 25 states that service should not have an access fee because its type ServiceUnit does not define it, while line 26 identifies that the operation object lacks an access fee. In this case, the test passes because the meta-model rejects the model for exactly those reasons.
Specification-based meta-model testing
In specification-based testing, the desired meta-model properties are specified and checked against an existing meta-model definition. The properties may come from domain requirements, design quality standards, style conventions and platform-specific rules. Domain properties describe DSML-specific requirements, like the need to uniquely identify objects of a given type, or 12 to navigate from some class to another in a limited number of steps. Design quality properties express well-known practices for object-oriented schemas, like avoiding deep inheritance hierarchies, or the fact that a class should be part of at most one container class. Style conventions refer to agreed naming styles, like the use of capitalized nouns for class names. Finally, platform properties refer to specific rules for a given meta-modelling platform. For example, EMF meta-models normally require a root class.
Making explicit the expected meta-model properties is useful in an incremental process for meta-model construction, as the properties can be rechecked every time the meta-model changes. Figure 9 depicts a scheme of the specification-based meta-model testing process. Addressing a failed property typically requires the provision of new fragments when the property captures a domain requirement, and a meta-model refactoring in the rest of cases. To facilitate the specification and testing of expected meta-model properties, we have created a DSL called mmSpec that covers all abovementioned kinds of properties: domain requirements, design guidelines, style conventions and platform rules. The language has been designed with simplicity in mind, adhering to a select-filter-check execution model for property definition. This style usually leads to structured descriptions of properties, closer to their formulation in natural language than OCL. The language makes available primitives for the main meta-model elements (classes, attributes, references and cardinalities), interesting derived relations (e.g., paths and inheritance hierarchies), and typical query patterns on those elements (e.g., reachability of classes, cyclicity and acyclicity of paths, depth of inheritance, and synonyms for class and feature names). Figure 10 shows an excerpt of the mmSpec meta-model. The definition of each expected meta-model Property includes a Selector to select the set of elements (classes, attributes, references or paths) that meet certain filter criteria. These filtered elements are tested for the satisfaction of some condition (class Qualifier). Then, the number of elements satisfying the condition is compared against a quantifier (every, none, some or an interval) to assess whether the property is satisfied or not.
Overall, property specifications in concrete textual syntax have the following structure:
<quantifier> <selector>{ <filter> } => <condition>.
As an example, the property:
every class {abstract} => super-to some class{!abstract}.
uses the ClassSelector selector and the filter abstract. The condition super-to some class{...} is tested on the elements of the filtered selection, and the resulting set is checked against the quantifier every.
In this way, this property checks if every abstract class has some direct or indirect concrete child class. In order to define filters and conditions on elements, mmSpec makes available a hierarchy of specialized Qualifiers (omitted in the meta-model) for each type of element. Qualifiers can be negated using !, can be combined using and/or connectives, and can point to new selectors, enabling recursive checks. Table 1 lists the most relevant qualifiers, which can be used both as filter in selectors and as conditions. Some qualifiers support a set of prearranged modifiers, expressed between braces and separated by commas. As the table shows, properties can look for synonyms and assert if a word is a noun, a verb or an adjective. This is possible because the language interpreter integrates WordNet, a database of the English language [38] . Additionally, properties can check the adherence of names to (upper) camel-case, the use of a given prefix or suffix, as well as testing the synonymy or grammatical form of each word in a camel-phrase. This latter feature facilitates a smooth encoding of requirements in natural language.
To deal with inheritance, there are primitives to obtain the super/subclasses of a class, optionally up to a given depth or width, as well as primitives to obtain the root/leaves of a hierarchy. For class reachability, collects calculates the overall cardinality of a composed path of relations, while the jump modifier constrains the path length, and cont considers containment relations only. For containment trees, there are primitives to test whether a class is container/leaf, and to get the absolute root of a tree. For paths, there are primitives to define the starting/intermediate/ending classes of the path, and to check for cycles (among others).
As an example, Figure 11 shows an mmSpec test suite with the domain requirements Rq1 to Rq4. The meta-model under test is referenced in line 2. The property for Rq1 (lines 4-7) states that every path from User to DataResource should go through class AccessRight. The property uses the path selector, with modifiers from and to to retain only the paths starting and ending in the given classes. The condition of the property checks that every such path goes through class AccessRight.
The property for Rq2 (lines 10-11) checks whether there is a class named DaaSApplication, from which there is a chain of containment relations with composed lower cardinality at least 1, leading to a class with an attribute ending in a synonym of charge. The property uses the collect primitive to calculate the composed cardinality, with modifier cont for containment.
The property for Rq3 (lines 14-17) first selects all classes directly or indirectly contained in DaaSApplication (line 14), and then, it checks that they are all children of ChargeableElement (line 16), or contain a subclass of ChargeableElement (line 17). Finally, the property for Rq4 (lines 20-23) selects all concrete classes owning an attribute named url, and checks that they define a direct reference to class AccessRight.
If we evaluate this set of properties in the meta-model shown in Figure 1 , we discover that only Rq1 holds. Rq2 fails because although there is a navigation path from DaaSApplication to sev-
Qualifiers
The name of an element. It can be compared for equality with a given string, or to check whether it contains a given string as prefix/suffix/infix. It can be checked whether the name is a noun, a verb, an adjective, a synonym to another word, if it matches a pattern, or if it is in upper/lower camel case.
Class Qualifiers
Set of classes that a given one can reach through navigation, or from which it is reachable. The collect primitive is used to check the composed cardinality of the traversed relations. The number and properties (e.g., containment, cardinality) of the traversed relations can be fine-tuned, as well as whether inheritance should be considered.
Feature Qualifiers Class

owned-by inh
The class a feature belongs to (with/without inheritance). Multiplicity multiplicity min max
Minimum and maximum multiplicity of a feature. In both cases, a fixed value or an interval can be given. In addition to domain-specific properties, which normally need to be defined anew for each DSML, mmSpec allows the creation of libraries of reusable parameterised property templates. In our current implementation, we provide a library with typical design quality criteria [20] and style guidelines [3] (see Section 8.4). As an example, lines 1-4 in Figure 12 show an excerpt Figure 12 : mmSpec test suites (style guidelines, and quality and platform requirements). Figure 12 show a test suite with properties derived from the quality requirements Rq5 to Rq7. The test suite is marked with warning, so that a warning (instead of an error) will be issued if some of the properties fails. The property in line 10 states that no class can be directly contained (modifiers jumps and cont) in two classes. The property in line 13 calls the depthOfInheritanceTree template with 5 as threshold value. The property in line 16 checks that every class has a name in upper camel-case, the last part being a noun. The meta-model in Figure 1 satisfies all these properties.
Lines 8-17 in
The suite in lines 20-23 contains one property specific for EMF which checks that there is strictly one absolute root class. The property fails because AccessRight is not contained in any class. This can be solved by adding a composition relation from DaaSApplication to AccessRight.
As a summary, we have seen that mmSpec enables the encoding of domain requirements for DSMLs, as well as the evaluation of quality and platform-specific properties of their meta-model. The possibility of automated checking is useful for regression testing, as the properties can be rechecked every time the meta-model changes.
Tool support
We have built an Eclipse plug-in, named metaBest 4 , that integrates the presented languages and provides rich support to visualize the test results. Figure 13 shows a screenshot of the tool, where a sketched fragment is imported as an mmUnit test case in textual format, and then evaluated. Currently, our importer is able to parse Dia and yED drawings. The assertions starting from line 25 have been introduced by the modelling expert in the text editor, but as we explained in Section 5, they can also be derived from annotations in the sketch, like "missing" in Figure 2 . The modelling expert can configure the sketch annotations that will generate assertions in the derived test case. The results of the evaluation are displayed in the lower view, where a userreadable sentence explaining why each property holds or not is produced. In this case, the three assertions of the unit test are true in the meta-model under test. Figure 14 shows the evaluation of the mmSpec properties in our running example. The lower view includes a summary of the evaluation results of each test suite (domain, quality and EMF). Expanding each node of the tree displays the results for each property in the suite, including a description. For both passing and failing properties, it is possible to visualize the meta-model elements that fulfil or not the property: the faulty elements are shown in red, the correct ones in green, and those that trigger a warning are shown in amber. The meta-model in the figure shows the result of evaluating Rq4, where the concrete classes with a URL attribute (DaaSApplication, ResourceContainer, ServiceUnit, DataResource) are displayed in red because they don't have a compulsory reference to AccessRight. In addition, a test suite can be evaluated over a set of metamodels in batch mode, in which case, the results for each meta-model are persisted as a CSV file.
metaBest is integrated with our tool metaBup [33] , which provides support for the examplebased approach for meta-model construction presented in Section 4. Both tools use the same syntax and input type files, thus enabling a smooth integration of the testing tasks within the incremental meta-model development process. Figure 15 shows an example of this process, where the meta-model in the upper part is updated upon the import of an example fragment (a sketch). The sketch is parsed to obtain the equivalent textual representation, which has the same Figure 13 : Evaluation and reporting mechanism of mmUnit test case generated from a sketch. syntax used to specify fragments in mmUnit test cases. The textual representation can be edited by the modelling expert to include annotations that guide the meta-model induction process. In this example, the modelling expert has attached the annotation general(name = "Operation") to the object delete; in this way, when the meta-model is updated to include the new class Delete, this is created as a subclass of the existing class Operation. The annotation would have enforced the creation of a new class Operation in the meta-model if it didn't exist. Alternatively, the meta-model under test can be imported from another technical space. We currently support the import and testing of Ecore, EMOF and UML meta-models.
Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate five aspects of our framework. First, we compare mmUnit with the available means for unit testing using the EMF library and JUnit. Second, we provide an analytical comparison of mmSpec and OCL to evaluate the complexity of mmSpec expressions with respect to their OCL equivalents. Then, we evaluate the performance of our tool for a representative subset of its primitives, and compare with their equivalent implementation using a standard OCL library for EMF. Next, we evaluate the expressiveness of mmSpec by presenting a reusable library that defines and enables the evaluation of 30 quality issues for meta-models, which have been specified as mmSpec properties. Finally, to assess the usefulness of our tool in current MDE practice, we present the results of applying our library of quality issues over a wide set of meta-models developed by third-parties. The obtained results show the need for integrated meta-model V&V support.
Evaluating usefulness: Comparison of mmUnit and EMF utilities
In this section, we compare mmUnit with the available means for unit testing in EMF [46] , the de-facto standard for meta-modelling. EMF provides a library and infrastructure to create models and meta-models using Java. However, since it does not provide facilities for testing, developers typically resort to the JUnit framework for this task. Using JUnit, test model fragments can be 19 Table 2 : Assertion of erroneous properties covered by mmUnit, and their resolution using EMF built using the default EMF tree editor, then persisted in XMI (an XML-based format), and then loaded in the test cases. Alternatively, test models can also be constructed programmatically in Java within the tests. Either way, EMF expects correct models, and creating faulty models (as required by a complete unit test suite) is cumbersome, as we will analyse next.
EMF provides a Diagnostic class to detect errors in models. However, this class only detects the violation of cardinality and OCL constraints. Malformed models (e.g., using incorrect features or assigning incorrect values to features) raise runtime exceptions when they are loaded. This makes it difficult to introduce changes in the meta-model under development, as any defined meta-model instance may become incorrect due to these changes, being not possible to load it again.
To evaluate the effort of using JUnit to define meta-model tests and identify its limitations, we have tried to implement every mmUnit primitive using JUnit and EMF. Appendix B includes part of the Java implementation code, while Table 2 shows the equivalence of each mmUnit assertion and its encoding as JUnit tests. Column Assertion indicates the mmUnit assertion primitive being evaluated. Column Use case identifies particular cases of these primitives, where fn is the number of objects assigned to the checked feature, and mmMin and mmMax are the minimum and maximum feature cardinality in the meta-model. Column Model edition indicates whether a model having the conflictive property can be edited using the default EMF tree editor, which is the preferred option as it is user-friendlier. If it is not possible, then the model should be edited in XMI format with a text editor, which requires deep knowledge of EMF and XMI. Building malformed models (up to cardinality and OCL constraints) programmatically is not possible.
Once the test model has been created, there is the issue of whether it can be successfully loaded into memory (column Model loads), as EMF does not load models that define erroneous features. Finally, the last column Assertion check (in Java) shows the necessary tasks to accomplish the assertion in Java. If the model loads successfully, the Diagnostic class returns a text description of the error, which must be parsed to check whether the detected error corresponds to the evaluated one. On the contrary, if the load operation cannot be completed, a runtime exception is thrown. In such a case, one needs to study the exception stack to detect the reasons that impeded loading the model. In this way, the type of exception gives a clue on the produced error type, and then there is the need to dig into it to find out the object that triggered the exception.
As an example, Figure 16 shows to the left the mmUnit test case already shown in Figure 8 , and to the right an attempt towards a similar test in EMF. We had to develop utility classes to load models (class MmUnitModelLoader) and emulate to some extent some of the mmUnit assertions (class MmUnitAssertion). Appendix B provides details of the developed library of assertions. In this example, we can see that the model fragment and the test are specified together in mmUnit (lines 2-10 in the left listing), but the model has to be loaded from an external XMI file in EMF (lines 9-10 in the right listing, where we have omitted the content of the file). This separation of the model under test and the assertions hinders understanding the rationale and objective of the test. Regarding mmUnit assertions (line 13 in the left listing), we emulate them in JUnit by using our library of assertions for EMF inside test methods (lines [17] [18] [19] . The developed assertions use the Diagnostic class and rely on parsing their error messages, which makes testing less robust. Another drawback of the Java-based testing is the difficulty to refer to concrete objects in the model: while mmUnit assertions use identifiers access and dr to refer to objects, this is not possible in EMF, where the assertion just checks that there is a missing feature named reference from an object of type AccessRight. Finally, please note that the semantics of the mmUnit mechanisms fails at least because and fails because would need to be encoded in Java as well. From the emulation of mmUnit using the JUnit and EMF frameworks, we have learned the following lessons:
• It is difficult to build erroneous (i.e., malformed) models in EMF since their editors are designed to handle only valid models, or models that violate cardinality or OCL constraints at the most. This can be observed in Table 2 , by the fact that 7 out of our 13 assertion types cannot be checked on models constructed using the default EMF tree editor. Thus, in the cases when there is the need to introduce faulty features in models, it is necessary to editing XMI code directly.
• When a malformed model cannot be successfully loaded, it is only possible to obtain the first error occurrence. Contrarily, mmUnit is able to validate all assertions.
• EMF objects do not necessarily define a "name" attribute. Hence, it is difficult to refer to particular objects individually as we do with mmUnit, which simplifies the definition of assertions over them.
• Test models are not easily embedded in tests, so one needs to build them separately in a different environment. Alternatively, models could be implemented using plain Java, 21 though this is low-level and it is not possible to build malformed models.
• EMF does not provide friendly support for meta-model testing, as encoding assertions over models demands parsing complex textual error descriptions not intended for this purpose.
In our experiment, we had to manually encode a library of model-specific assertions which inspect the error messages produced by the Diagnostic class.
• Finally, some mmUnit primitives cannot even be reproduced in EMF models, as they cannot be represented in XMI format, or the model loader cannot handle them.
Altogether, we can conclude that mmUnit supports a wider range of assertions and makes easy to specify both model tests and assertions in a unified way. The difficulty of accessing elements by name and specifying incorrect models is a strong drawback of directly using EMF for unit testing.
Evaluating conciseness:
Comparison of mmSpec and OCL mmSpec has been designed to facilitate the definition of meta-model properties by making available high-level primitives like path, inh and collect. To evaluate to which extent our language is concise, we have compared its primitives with their equivalent representation in OCL. We compare with OCL because this is the standard language proposed by the OMG for model queries [39] , and a meta-model is just a model. The appendix in this paper includes the translation of most primitives in mmSpec into OCL (36 cases in total). In this section, we comment on the most relevant observations. First, only in three cases (1 to 3 in the appendix) the translation into OCL yields an expression with the same size (same number of tokens). These cases check the existence of a certain meta-model element kind (class, attribute or reference). While in mmSpec, such properties are specified using the expression some <element-kind> => exist, the encoding in OCL is <element-kind>.allInstances()->notEmpty(). Thus, even if they have the same size, the mmSpec formulation is more declarative, closer to natural language, and there is no need to manipulate object collections.
Other mmSpec primitives related to the nature or synonymy of words cannot be tested using OCL. In detail, it is not possible to check whether the name of a meta-model element is a verb/-noun/adjective, is synonym to a given word, or uses a camel/pascal phrase (see cases 8, 9 and 10 in the appendix). In the remaining cases (which are the majority) mmSpec primitives are more succinct or intensional than the equivalent OCL expressions. This is especially the case for (see appendix): the primitive super-to, which checks the existence of a superclass in a hierarchy of a given length (case 16); the primitive cont-root to check if there is a top container class (i.e., it contains other classes and it is not contained in others, case 19); the primitive cont-leaf to check if there are leaf classes (case 20); the primitive reach with modifier jumps, which checks the reachability of a class in a given number of steps (case 24); the primitive reached-from with modifier jumps, which checks the backwards-reachability from a class in a given number of steps (case 26); and the primitive that checks the existence of a path starting and ending in some given classes (case 34), possibly traversing another third class (case 35).
In practice, expressing a single meta-model requirement often implies combining several mmSpec primitives and modifiers, in which case, the equivalent OCL expressions become more verbose as well. For example, Section 3 showed how to express Rq3 in OCL, while in comparison, the equivalent mmSpec property (lines 14-17 in Figure 11 ) is more compact and closer to 22 natural language. As an additional example, the following OCL expression checks Rq1. In this case, expressing the property in OCL is not direct, as the tester has to concoct a way to encode the requirement based on the reachability of classes. Instead, the mmSpec property (lines 4-7 in Figure 11 ) is more comprehensible and maintainable, due to the use of primitives for path quantification and analysis (e.g., through). We believe that the reason why OCL gets more complex meta-model properties than mmSpec is that OCL was not explicitly designed to evaluate properties over meta-models, as mmSpec is. Thus, even if OCL can be used for querying meta-models, it lacks concise primitives to express meta-model facts, which have to be encoded as nested operations on collections, decreasing their understandability. However, we acknowledge that OCL is a richer, more expressive constraint language than mmSpec. Some of the features of OCL that we do not support are: explicit types of collections (Set, OrderedSet, Bag, Sequence), definition of variables, relational operators (e.g., union, difference, intersection), as well as arbitrary expressions through the use of collection operators like first, excludes, including and so on. However, our goal is not building a DSL with the same expressive power as OCL, but providing a small, optimized, compact language dedicated to expressing interesting meta-model properties. mmSpec provides high-level primitives to make this task easier, like first-order qualifiers for the length of navigation paths and hierarchies, or collectors of the composed cardinality in navigation paths. Finally, mmSpec is technology agnostic, meaning that the same property can be evaluated on Ecore meta-models, EMOF meta-models, and UML class diagrams. Using OCL, one should define different expressions to evaluate the same property with different meta-modelling technologies.
Evaluating performance: Comparison of mmSpec and OCL
Another interesting facet to look into is whether our language interpreter is capable of delivering runtime figures analogous to the standard OCL. To evaluate this aspect, we have measured the evaluation runtime of a set of properties expressed with mmSpec and their equivalent expressions in OCL. We have employed the native org.eclipse.ocl 3.4.2 OCL library, as it is based on Eclipse and therefore it has the same resources at its disposal as our mmSpec interpreter. The experiment was performed in a Windows 7 Eclipse Kepler installation, run on an Intel(r) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU with a 3.40 GHz processor and 8 GB of RAM. In our experiment, we have evaluated a test set of 33 meta-model properties over 201 Ecore meta-models of varying size and coming from two main sources: the ATL Ecore Zoo and OMG specifications. The meta-models were imported into the input format of metaBest. Then, for those meta-models, we evaluated the properties shown in the Appendix, excluding properties 8 to 10 because they cannot be expressed natively in OCL. These properties cover a wide range of mmSpec primitives on every kind of meta-model element (classes, references and attributes), and consider different kinds of relations like association, containment and inheritance. Figure 17 includes some graphics with the obtained results. Overall, mmSpec had better performance than OCL for the set of analysed properties: the time to complete the evaluation of the properties in the meta-model test set was 143 seconds in the case of mmSpec, and 292 seconds for OCL. Figure 17(a) shows that the runtime increases in absolute terms as the size of the metamodel does. In the case of mmSpec, Figure 17 If we look at each particular property in the test set, we find that the properties that calculate paths and class reachability are the most computationally costly (properties 19 to 26, and 33 to 36, in the Appendix). The average runtime per class to evaluate these properties was only slightly smaller in mmSpec (27.4 milliseconds) than in OCL (29.3 milliseconds). However, mmSpec spent 97% of the overall experiment runtime performing these operations, whereas OCL dedicated 51%. Thus, there is still room for studying how to improve the performance of our tool in these particular cases. Concerning memory consumption, there was no significant difference between the two interpreters. To conclude, a threat to the validity of our results is that it depends on the actual OCL encoding of the properties, and we might have not come up with the most efficient expressions. To mitigate this risk, we carefully designed the expressions trying to follow performance optimization patterns for OCL [19] , like favouring the use of the exists(...) iterator to evaluate whether a collection contains an element with certain features, instead of using the equivalent but less efficient expression select(...)->notEmpty(). In any case, results show good average performance for mmSpec.
Evaluating expressiveness: An mmSpec library of quality issues for meta-models
To demonstrate the expressivity of mmSpec, we report on a library we have built to discover typical mistakes that designers tend to commit, as well as others that may jeopardize a basic level of meta-model quality. The library contains 30 properties coming from several sources like [3, 4] , or have been derived by our own experience. The library has four categories of issues, depending on their nature and relevance:
Design. Properties signalling a faulty design (i.e., an error).
Best practices. Basic design quality guidelines. Their violation is reported as a warning.
Naming conventions. For example, ensuring the use of verbs, nouns or pascal/camel case (warnings).
Metrics. Measurements of meta-model elements and their threshold value, like the maximum number of attributes a class should reasonably define. Most metrics in this category are adapted from the area of object-oriented design [17] . Table 3 lists the properties from these categories. To illustrate mmSpec's expressiveness, next we show the formulation of one property from each category. Listing 12 (Rq8) showed the encoding of BP03 and a similar property to N04 (Rq7). The complete encoding of each property in the table can be found at http://jesusjlopezf.com/metabup/quality-issue-catalogue/.
• D02: There are no isolated classes. The encoding of this property is:
no class => and { sub−to no class, super−to no class, reach no class, reached−from no class}.
The aim is to check the absence of classes that are not involved in any association or hierarchy. Thus, we use the no class selector, and check the following conditions: the class is orphan (qualifier sub-to with selector no class), childless (qualifier super-to with selector no class), contains no reference (qualifier reach with selector no class), and is not pointed by any other (qualifier reached-from with selector no class).
• BP01: There are no redundant generalization paths. This undesired situation arises when there are two or more inheritance paths from a subclass A to a superclass B. In the literature, this is sometimes called the "diamond problem", and it is problematic when two intermediate subclasses override a method of the superclass B, which then becomes ambiguous in the subclass B. The encoding of the property is:
no class => sub−to{width=[2, * )} some class.
• N09: No class is named with a synonym to another class name. Having two different classes with synonym names can make the meta-model difficult to understand, ambiguous or redundant. mmSpec can detect such situations due to its integration with WordNet. The encoding of this property is as follows:
An attribute is not repeated among all specific classes of a hierarchy.
D02
There are no isolated classes (i.e., not involved in any association or hierarchy).
D03
No abstract class is super to only one class (it nullifies the usefulness of the abstract class).
D04
There are no composition cycles.
D05
There are no irrelevant classes (i.e., abstract and subclass of a concrete class).
D06
No binary association is composite in both member ends.
D07
There are no overridden, inherited attributes.
D08
Every feature has a maximum multiplicity greater than 0.
D09
No class can be contained in two classes, when it is compulsorily in one of them.
D10
No class contains one of its superclasses, with cardinality 1 in the composition end (this is not finitely satisfiable).
Best practices BP01
There are no redundant generalization paths.
BP02
There are no uninstantiable classes (i.e., abstract without concrete children).
BP03
There is a root class that contains all others (best practice in EMF).
BP04
No class can be contained in two classes (weaker version of property D09). BP05
A concrete top class with subclasses is not involved in any association (the class should be probably abstract).
BP06
Two classes do not refer to each other with non-opposite references (they are likely opposite).
Naming conventions N01
Attributes are not named after their feature class (e.g., an attribute paperID in class Paper).
N02
Attributes are not potential associations. If the name of an attribute is equal to a class, it is likely that what the designer intends to model is an association.
N03
Every binary association is named with a verb phrase.
N04
Every class is named in pascal-case, with a singular-head noun phrase.
N05
Element names are not too complex to process (i.e., too long).
N06
Every feature is named in camel-case.
N07
Every non-boolean attribute has a noun-phrase name.
N08
Every boolean attribute has a verb-phrase (e.g., isUnique).
N09
No class is named with a synonym to another class name.
No class is overloaded with attributes (10-max by default).
M02
No class refers to too many others (5-max by default) -also known as efferent couplings (Ce).
M03
No class is referred from too many others (5-max by default) -also known as afferent couplings (Ca).
M04
No hierarchy is too deep (5-level max by default) -also known as depth of inheritance tree (DIT).
M05
No class has too many direct children (10-max by default) -also known as number of children (NOC). Table 3 : Library of meta-model quality properties.
define noSynonymClassNames: no class {!name = <?:className>} => name = synonym{<?:className>}.
noSynonymClassNames (className = every class).
Thus, the property uses a parameterized template noSynonymClassNames that receives one class as parameter, and checks that no other class (i.e., with a different name) has a synonym name. Then, this template is invoked with every class in the meta-model.
• M01: No class is overloaded with attributes. Even in large meta-models, classes with too many attributes often evidence a questionable design. While some entities in certain domains might carry a vast load of information, commonly, this data can be split into smaller entities that are arranged using inheritance or composition. Thus, the following property states that every class should have a maximum of 10 non-inherited (!inh) attributes. Thresholds are adjustable, but they have default values (10 in this case). To build our library of properties, we considered sources like [3, 4] . We discarded some of those properties, namely, those that were UML-specific properties not shared with MOF, like disjointness of a generalization set, and therefore they did not apply to meta-modelling in general. Otherproposed properties cannot be automated, like detecting whether the name of a class is the most appropriate for the concept that the class represents. Nonetheless, of this exercise we can conclude that mmSpec provides sufficient expressivity for its practical use, as we have been able to encode all naming conventions suggested for classes, attributes and binary associations in [3] , and 34 out of 44 (77.2%) quality issues for conceptual schemas presented in [4] (we exclude 21 UML-specific or non-automatable checkings from this count). From the 10 properties that we were not able to encode with mmSpec, 3 require using a constraint solver as they imply verifying the satisfiability of the meta-model, and the remaining 7 apply to meta-modelling elements currently not supported by our example-based meta-modelling framework metaBest, like derived attributes, explicitly defined data types, or arbitrary OCL expressions. We are currently working to add support for these features in our tool. As a threat to the validity of our conclusions, there is the risk that mmSpec lacks further primitives (in addition to those mentioned above) for some relevant meta-model properties that could be evaluated in an automatic fashion. In such a case, this would require extending our language with these primitives. To mitigate the risk, we chose a set of properties developed by a thirdparty [3, 4] , when we built our library of meta-model quality properties.
Evaluating usefulness: Applying the mmSpec library to meta-model repositories
To evaluate the need for our techniques and have a measure of the quality of current metamodelling practice, we have applied our library of quality properties to a test set of 338 metamodels of varying sources, size and format. Our purpose is to have an evidence of the appearance of quality defects in existing meta-models, which can shed light on the need for V&V support in meta-model construction tools, like the one metaBest provides.
The meta-models used in this analysis come from two different sources: the ATL Ecore zoo (295 meta-models) and specifications of the Object Management Group (OMG 5 , 43 meta-models). In particular, our analysis considers all meta-models that the ATL zoo contains, which are defined in Ecore format (i.e., the format used by EMF to store meta-models). Regarding the OMG, we have only included those specifications that make available a meta-model implementation in a format that can be imported by our testing tool (UML, EMOF, CMOF and Ecore). Note that the fact that our analysis has considered a variety of meta-model formats shows the reusability of our approach, as we have applied the same library of properties to all cases regardless their format. The reason why we have selected meta-models from two different repositories is because, altogether, they cover a wide spectrum of the current meta-modelling practice and practitioners. First, the meta-model contributors are very different in each case: whereas the contributors to the ATL zoo are MDE practitioners, academics and researchers with a heterogeneous background on modelling ranging from novice to proficient, OMG specifications are normally developed by industry experts and professionals. OMG is responsible for widely used modelling standards like the UML or BPMN. Second, OMG specifications regularly state a standard formal definition -which makes them a rigorous sample to analyse -whereas the degree of maturity and completeness of the meta-models in the ATL zoo is generally unknown. Finally, the size of the meta-models in the test set varies from tiny ones with only one class, to meta-models of medium size, the largest one with 699 classes coming from the ATL zoo. This is interesting as one of our goals is to check whether V&V is needed for both large and small meta-models. Figure 18 shows the number of quality issues detected in both analysed repositories (a more detailed analysis of just the meta-models in the ATL zoo can be found in [34] ). The ATL zoo only contains 5 meta-models without issues, no meta-model contains more than 22 issues, and the average number of issues per meta-model is 7.26. The OMG figures are higher, with an average rate of 11 issues per meta-model, a maximum of 24 issues in one meta-model, and zero meta-models having no flaws, which means that every analysed OMG meta-model raised some potential quality error or warning. Quality issues
Number of meta-models (40 meta-models = 13.5% of sample) (a) ATL zoo (sample of 295 meta-models).
Quality issues
Number of meta-models Figure 18: Number of quality issues in meta-models. Figure 19 depicts the distribution of detected issues with respect to the meta-model size. In particular, each dot in this graphic corresponds to a meta-model, and the vertical axis indicates the number of classes it contains. In this way, the figure shows that, in both cases, the larger the size of the meta-model, the larger the number of quality issues it tends to have. Regarding the distribution of issues according to their kind, Figure 20 shows how many metamodels fail each property from Table 3 . Design is the most relevant category of properties, as it gathers errors that may potentially lead to a faulty design. In this sense, the results for the properties in this category are good in average, as they have low rate of failure. Indeed, there are two design properties that every meta-model fulfils in the ATL zoo (Figure 20(a) ): D01 and D08. D01 checks the absence of repeated attributes in a whole hierarchy (see D01 in Figure 21 for a faulty example), while D08 checks that the upper bound of features is not 0. If we take a look at the OMG results ( Figure 20(b) ), D01 is not present likewise, and there is a mere occurrence of D08, for which we may conclude that these two design guidelines are followed carefully. Other design issues that occur only once in the analysed OMG specifications are D06 (no binary association is composite in both ends) and D10 (no class contains one of its superclasses, with cardinality 1 in the composition end). The occurrence rate of these two issues in the ATL zoo is slightly higher: 3.3% (10 out of 295 meta-models) for property D06, and 5.7% (17 out of 295 meta-models) for D10.
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(a) ATL zoo (sample of 295 meta-models). However, 110 meta-models from ATL (37.2%) and 10 meta-models from OMG (23.2%) fail property D09. As illustrated in Figure 21 , this error consists in making a class to be contained in two other classes, with minimum source multiplicity 1 in one of the containment relationships. This is an error because, at the instance level, an instance of A could never be contained in an instance of C, as it must be mandatorily contained in an instance of B.
Overall, the most failed property in both repositories is BP03: 72.5% meta-models in the ATL zoo, and 86% analysed OMG specifications fail this property. BP03 is an EMF best practice that states the need for a root class whose instances may contain the whole model tree. This is not a problem for most OMG specifications as these are not thought to be implemented with EMF (though they could). However, it is worrying for the meta-models in the ATL zoo as they all are EMF-based. Figure 21 shows an example meta-model that fulfils this property, and an example that does not. In BP03 (+), A contains B and C, and hence D (as it is subclass of B), so A acts as absolute root class. On the contrary, BP03 (-) does not meet the property because A does not contain D.
Among the naming conventions, N03, N04 and N07 are scarcely followed. N03 demands the verbalization of binary association names (e.g., reaches), while N04 and N07 check conventions for class and boolean attribute naming (see Table 3 ). From the analysis of the meta-model repositories, we can conclude that integrated support for V&V is urgently needed in meta-modelling tools, as evidenced by the low number of metamodels with no issues. This need is real for both professional engineers (as the analysis of the OMG specifications demonstrates) and academics and researchers (as shown by the analysis of the ATL zoo). We believe that a way to improve the quality of meta-models is the inclusion of quality checks in the meta-modelling tools, for example, to discover problems like D09. Such checks should be available while meta-models are being constructed, but also a posteriori to enable regression testing. Moreover, for some kinds of problems (like the ones related to metrics), the tool could suggest refactorings that mitigate or even remove the issue. Regarding naming conventions, it would be useful to have integrated "smart" spell checkers able to, e.g., check the correctness of names in camel-case. Regarding the validity of the conclusions of our study, there are a number of issues that should be mentioned. First, the number of analysed meta-models (338) could be considered insufficient, and indeed, we plan to increase the number of analysed meta-models in future studies. Nonetheless, even if the number of analysed meta-models could be higher, the point is that we detected a high number of issues in most of them, making evident that better support for meta-model V&V is needed. Similarly, the particular meta-models used in the study have a great impact in the analysis results. To mitigate the risk that these results are not general, we have analysed meta-models from two different sources which, altogether, cover meta-models built by industry experts and by developers with different training and background, consider meta-models with different degrees of maturity ranging from toy examples (ATL zoo) to industry standards (OMG), and include meta-models of different size. Finally, an important remark is that detecting a quality issue does not always imply that a metamodel is "erroneous", as some issues are warnings or bad smells that need to be manually assessed by the meta-model designer. In particular, depending on the purpose or nature of a metamodel, one can obviate certain types of issues. For instance, some meta-models are built to be used as frameworks, and hence, they may contain abstract leaf classes that need to be subclassified by the meta-model users. For this kind of meta-models, our best practice BP02 which checks whether there are abstract leaf classes is not needed. Our study has not removed such cases from the results, therefore, some raised issues may be not actual errors. It is up to future work to 30 extend our study to exclude such cases from the results.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have addressed the V&V of meta-models by proposing two DSLs: mmUnit and mmSpec. The first one permits defining valid and invalid examples and model fragments. This language enables an intentional description of the reasons why an example is invalid, and the importer of graphical sketches encourages the engagement of domain experts in the V&V process. The second language enables a succinct expression of expected (domain, quality, style and platform) meta-model properties and automates their checking. Moreover, its connection with WordNet permits an easier transition from natural language requirements into mmSpec properties. Both languages are supported by a tool (metaBest), enabling the visualization and reporting of the problematic elements.
We have also presented a library that encodes 30 common quality criteria for meta-models using our language mmSpec. The library has been applied to two meta-model repositories, which amount to 338 meta-models altogether. From the analysis of the results, we have concluded that the meta-modelling community would greatly benefit from integrated tool support for checking quality properties during meta-model construction. metaBest is one such tool.
In the future, we would like to perform an empirical evaluation of our framework with MDE developers in order to analyse effectively to which extent our languages are helpful in the construction of proved, high-quality meta-models. We would also like to improve our framework with quick fixes and recommendations, suggested upon test failures. Finally, we will improve our framework with the automatic generation of graphical modelling environments, where the visual syntax for models will be inferred from the example fragments.
